Des Moines University Students and Residents –

Register today for Exam Master Online and take advantage of this valuable free resource.

Exam Master OnLine is a Premier Self-Study, Self-Testing and Board Exam Preparation Resource paid for by Des Moines University’s Medical Library.

GET FREE STUDENT ACCESS
1. Access Your Custom URL: https://dmu.myexammaster.com
2. Click on ‘Not Registered Yet?’
3. Complete the Registration Information Form
4. Open the “Exam Master Activation Instructions” message sent to your registered email address.
5. Click on the link and your account is activated and you are ready to get started from the Dashboard.

INCLUDED RESOURCES:
- PANCE/PANRE Certification Review Question Bank
- USMLE Step 1, 2, and 3 Question Banks
- Medical Subjects Review Question Bank - Basic and Clinical Sciences
- Family Medicine ABFM Review Question Bank
- Internal Medicine ABIM Review Question Bank
- Pediatrics ABP Review Question Bank

ADVANCED FEATURES:
» Build customized exams for personal, targeted remediation.
» Detailed explanations included with each question.
» Includes Test, Review, Study and Learning Modes
» Personalized Score Reporting helps identify strengths and weaknesses.
» High-quality question banks provide you a realistic testing experience.
» Create flash cards to enhance study and review

Register at: https://dmu.myexammaster.com
Exam Master OnLine is trusted by medical schools, libraries, and teaching hospitals worldwide.

OUR EXPERTISE
Exam Master has particular expertise in organizing board question banks in a way that is similar to the actual board exam. We go to great lengths to closely pattern our resource after the actual board test plans. Exam Master is especially focused on helping exam candidates like you build confidence for their board exams by enabling them to accurately identify strengths and weaknesses. We do this by using a detailed organizational plan for our question banks which results in more detailed and accurate scoring feedback.

A REALISTIC EXPERIENCE
Exam Master features its unique board practice exams that include carefully selected questions covering the board test plan, which provides the most realistic board exam experience possible. The Exam Master system is designed to complement other board prep resources you may be using because of its ability to help you identify strengths and weaknesses and focus on reviewing what you don’t already know.

WITH EXAM MASTER ONLINE, YOU CAN...
• Access on any device, from any location (with internet access), at any time.
• Access any exam in Test, Review, Study and Learning mode.
• Review explanations for each question (all questions include detailed explanations).
• Access faculty generated exam assignments from any location (security included).
• Create customized exams, choosing from the topic of their choice, allowing for deeper study and review of each key topic, subject, and category. (optional feature)
• Review in-depth, personalized score reports, per exam, per topic, from each completed exam (self-study or faculty assigned) to identify strengths and weaknesses.

PANCE/PANRE CERTIFICATION REVIEW – OVER 2,800 QUESTIONS
Comprehensive review for Physician Assistant certification and recertification (PANCE/PANRE). Organized according to the NCCPA examination blueprint. Thorough coverage of body systems and required tasks. Includes study and test mode with detailed explanations.

USMLE STEPS 1, 2 & 3 – OVER 8,400 QUESTIONS
Provides a comprehensive review of all key topics and subjects covered by the USMLE Step 1, USMLE Step 2 CK, and USMLE Step 3 exams. For maximum flexibility, questions are organized according to the exam blue prints as well as medical sciences. Topics covered include: General Principles, Health Maintenance, Diseases/Disorders by Body System and relevant Medical Subjects, and more!

MEDICAL SUBJECTS REVIEW – OVER 8,000 QUESTIONS
Exam Master’s review of basic medical subjects is for students and health care professionals who need extra help or review in the basic medical sciences. These medical subject resources are useful for a wide variety of health professions while you are still in training. You can study and review only the subjects you need. Each product includes hundreds of questions, detailed explanations, and interpretive data such as images, tables, diagrams, and more!

Register at: https://dmu.myexammaster.com